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We had been eagerly aWaiting the arrival of this thumping hardback, not least 
because it promised to illuminate a period of Maserati history that is largely mired in 
conjecture and mistruths. and it does a commendable job of deciphering the actual and 
the apocryphal from one of the least-documented eras of Maserati lore, with input from 
some key players of the 1968-75 period. 

Sonnery sets out his stall by outlining Maserati’s parlous state in the mid-to-late 
1960s, and how it came to find some semblance of stability under Citroën’s protective 
cloak. the union led to such landmark automotive icons as the Citroën SM, and 
Maseratis bora, Khamsin and Merak, but what really appeals here is the information  
on the many offshoots, oddities and prototypes. We were particularly intrigued to read 
about the V8 SM, and how its engine was originally to have powered the shortlived 
Maserati Quattroporte ii. the politics surrounding this Marcello gandini-styled 
super-saloon make for intriguing reading, as do the reasons put forward for why so few 
were made. then there is the mysterious group 4 bora race car that never ventured 
trackside in anger, and the unlovely Khamsin Spyder which was an outside ‘chop’ that 
served only to ruin the car’s fine lines, both of which are covered in some depth.

the chapter concerning the tie-in between Citroën and ligier is especially interesting, 
not least because we were hitherto unaware as to just how closely linked both firms 
were. Certain members of this parish have a soft spot for the ligier JS2, which featured 
SM-derived V6 power. little has been written about this junior supercar, at least in 
english, and the author does a good job of outlining how the union came about and the 
birth of ligier as a car manufacturer. 

this attractively designed book is offered in standard and deluxe editions, the latter 
being limited to 250 copies. an e-book version will follow at a later date in english and 
german. if we can make a suggestion to Mr Sonnery, how about a follow-up book on 
Maserati under alejandro de tomaso? now that would be fascinating. 

Maserati  
The Citroën years 1968-1975 
MarC Sonnery, eau rouge, £90, iSbn 978 095 739 7804

Maserati A6G 2000 Zagato
Walter bÄuMer, dalton Watson, £95, iSbn 978 185443249 0

noW thiS is a book. Walter bäumer’s coffee-table crusher is a fairly 
extraordinary labour of love that traces the development of Maserati’s 
stunning a6g 2000 coupé and documents in detail the life of each of  
the 21 Zagato-bodied examples. bäumer, who works full-time as a 
Maserati historian, has managed to gather together just about every 
significant period image of those 21 cars as well as scores of fascinating 
photographs and papers from both the factory and the carrozzeria – and 
the more recent pictures aren’t half bad, either. the 
scale of his achievement in sorting fact from fiction 
is difficult to overstate: no two cars that left Zagato 
were exactly the same, and many were raced, 
crashed, modified and sold multiple times, all of 
which created a not inconsiderable amount of 
confusion among enthusiasts. the book’s design  
is wonderfully clean and clear, and the text, which 
skips along, is a model of german efficiency. 
(don't worry, though – it's written in english.) 
Zagatophiles, form an orderly queue.

Intersérie ‘les big bangers’ 1970-1975
ChriStian naViaux, editions du Palmier, £25, iSbn 978 2 36059 023 0

While MuCh haS been written about the Can-am 
series held in Canada and north america from the mid-
60s, very little ink has been consumed in documenting 

the european spin-off that was inspired by it. interserie 
(no accent for us brits) began in June 1970 and rapidly 

attracted all the big-name drivers of the era, who 
mixed it in ‘big bangers’ from the likes of Mclaren, 

Porsche, lola, March and many more. this well-
illustrated hardback is a welcome arrival, then, and we 
have just two reservations: one that it’s only available 

in French; and the other that the photos tend to be 
tightly cropped on-track shots, meaning that more 

atmospheric shots such as the one pictured near-left 
– which shows Willy Kauhsen about to treat the head 
of the german secret service to a lap of the ’ring, in a 

Porsche 917/10 on slicks, in snow – are all too rare.

the laSt compilation by 
brooklands on bristol appeared 
in 2001, and plenty has 
happened to the company since 
then – not least the takeover by 
Frazer nash. and in spite of 
former owner tony Crooke’s 
policy of not allowing the press 
to test his cars, here you’ll find 
plenty of professional driving 
impressions on the Fighter and 
older models too. it’s the usual 
format of reproduced magazine 
features, dating all the way back 
to the company’s earliest cars 
but, with 18 newer inclusions 
since last time out, arch bristol 
enthusiasts will probably find it 
worth the outlay. and the rest  
of us? it isn’t cheap but we found 
it fairly un-put-down-able. 

Bristol Cars 
1946-2012
brooklands books, £52.95 
iSbn 978 1 85520 957 2

other WriterS have covered 
Chrysler’s history from ’60-’74 
in greater depth, but Mike 
Mueller wisely glosses over dull 
corporate details in this book, 
now available in paperback,  
and focuses on the cars. all of 
them. those familiar with 
Mueller’s publications on Ford 
and gM muscle will know 
roughly what to expect: a 
model-by-model, year-by-year 
look at every (cubic) inch of 
Mopar muscle madness to roll 
off the line. this approach – and 
the many modern and archive 
images that pepper the pages 
– make the evolution of each  
car clear, and the technical 
information is livened up by 
plenty of entertaining trivia.

Complete book of 
classic Dodge and 
Plymouth muscle
MiKe Mueller, £19.99, Motorbooks 
iSbn 978 0 7603 4477 4

PerhaPS We Should award 
the benefit of the doubt to the 
massive typo on the first page 
(‘foreward ’, anyone?) and 
suggest that tremayne and co 
were so concerned with future 
plans that they got a bit carried 
away. this, after all, is subtitled 
‘a design manual for the world’s 
fastest car’. So it’s a compelling 
prospect, packed with fantastic 
little nuggets of info such as:  
‘if thrustSSC’s nose had pitched 
up half a degree at 750mph, the 
car would have taken off with 
acceleration of 30g and powered 
itself high into the air before 
crashing back to earth.’ these 
are the margins the bloodhound 
team are playing with. So we’ll 
forgive the odd slip of grammar.

The science 
behind the speed
daVid treMayne 
www.bloodhoundssc.com, £30 

it WaS KnoWn as the 
‘Princess diana’ Sl for obvious 
reasons, and it seems hard to 
believe that the r129 was 
launched as long ago as 1989 – 
remember the pop-up roll-over 
bar? –  possibly because it was 
in production until as recently  
as 2001. So we may come to 
appreciate this tome more  
in years to come, as this 
generation of Sl takes its place 
alongside the r107 and Pagoda 
as a classic Merc convertible. 
this is a full production history 
with plentiful Pr and brochure 
shots, but it’s quite cheaply 
reproduced and underwhelming 
in layout. it’s hugely informative, 
certainly, but entertaining? 
Perhaps less so.

Mercedes-Benz 
SL R129 series
brian long, Veloce, £40  
iSbn 978 1 845844 48 6

Call a booK Jaguar: all  
the Cars and it had better be 
comprehensive. this one isn’t, 
excluding both modern and 
classic racers and even the 
production xJ220. We can see 
that all the Mass-Production 
road Cars would have been a 
less pithy title, but there’s not a 
Jaguar enthusiast on the planet 
who’d be disappointed with this 
book were that heap of words to 
adorn its cover. now on its third 
edition, nigel thornley’s guide 
has been updated to include  
the brand new F-type, and  
contains all the development 
and technical information a 
sane person could ever want  
on Jaguar models, going right  
back to the first SS from 1931.

Jaguar 
all the cars
nigel thorley, haynes, £30 
iSbn 978 0 85733 349 0

the ‘MoFFat’ in the title 
is Steve Moffat, who 
dominated touring Car 
races at australia’s 
Mountain Circuit, 
bathurst, for much of the 

1970s while driving Ford Falcons, initially as a 
works driver for Ford and latterly – after Ford 
pulled out of racing at the end of 1973 – as a 
privateer. his team’s 1-2 finish in the 1977 hardie 
Ferodo 1000 is regarded as the most sensational 
in the event’s history. latterly he switched to 
Mazda rx-7s, to his fans’ dismay, before returning 
to Fords in the late-80s and ’90s. in essence a 
picture book with captions – and there are lots of 
photos of hard-charging Falcons – this is a niche 
title, hence its eye-watering price. one for serious 
enthusiasts of australian touring Cars only.

it’S rare to read anything 
of australia’s lakeside track, 
and yet many of the greats 
raced there, including Jackie 
Stewart, graham hill, Jack 
brabham and Jim Clark. 

the circuit was built by a local motor racing 
enthusiast businessman and, from its completion 
in 1961 to temporary closure in 2001, hosted 
top-level international car and motorcycle racing.

brier thomas, around whose photography this 
book is based, was no Klemantaski, but his 
pictures capture the atmosphere of the time, and 
demonstrate the basic nature of the circuit. 

the accompanying text is interesting, though 
littered with spelling errors, while the chapters are 
charmingly random in subject. but £75 is too much 
for what feels like an amateur publication.

Moffat at the mountain 
StePhen StathiS, Phase three Posters, £95 
iSbn 978 0 9806493 0 7

Lakeside the early years
riChard CroSton, lakeside racing books, £75 
iSbn 978 0 9872932 0 2

aS CoaChbuilderS go, Crayford 
may not have attained legendary 
status but it was nothing if not 
prolific. this fact comes across 
from the get-go in this entertaining 
hardback written by company 
co-founder david McMullan. it rips 

along at quite a pace, outlining the peaks and 
troughs of a firm that was once a major player in 
the british specialist car industry. and while you 
may be familiar with the numerous roof-removal 
conversions offered by this Kent concern, you may 
be unaware of its other activities. For example, 
there were V8 engine swaps for Ford Capris, 
imports of Canadian amphibians and the italian 
lawil microcar, via monkey-bikes and Merc 
estates (Sophia loren had one). low on gloss but 
a cracking read and only 200 copies. don’t dawdle. 

The Crayford story
daVid McMullan, ideal Publications, £22 
iSbn 978 0 9574108 0 0 

MetreS oF ShelF SPaCe can 
be filled with books on the david 
brown and later astons, but 

there’s comparatively little on the pre-war 
cars. this compact hardback, written by a 
1930s aston apprentice, offers concise but 
entertaining summaries of aston’s numerous 
models, with pictures of every one included in 
its 169 photos. the author knew aC bertelli 
and interviewed lionel Martin, so much of the 
information was obtained first-hand.

Aston Martin 1914 to 
1940, a pictorial review

inMan hunter, transport bookman, 
published 1976, value £30

COLLECTORS’ BOOK

DVD

Motorfilms Quarterly 
volume twenty-eight 
www.motorfilms.com, £19.99

another SuPerb eFFort from 
Motorfilms. the footage of the 
fateful 1964 indy 500 makes for 
compelling viewing. there is a 
palpable sense of the passing of the 
guard, as the rear-engined ‘cigar 

tubes’ from europe take the fight to the old-world 
front-engined roadsters, a first-lap inferno 
claiming the lives of eddie Sachs and dave 
Macdonald. there is also a well-made colour 
feature-ette on american rally champion John 
buffum which offers an insight into uS rallying in 
the 1970s (and some appalling haircuts). the 
colour film of the 1958 isle of Man tt is wonderful, 
showing John Surtees in his prime. total running 
time is 83min, all of them well worth watching.

www.hortonsbooks.co.uk
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